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39 NTR Entries into BIAFF 2018
7 Up on 2017!

Special congratulations to our Five and Four Star Winners:

Five Stars
Channel 7 Prods.: Significant Witness
Tim Stannard:
Miracle on the Mantlepiece
Four Stars
Alpha Prods.(PBFM): Close Call
John Astin:
Hola Canaria!
The City For The Dead
Philip Bridge:
other bits and PEACE IS
John Howden:
My Eye
Michael Slowe:
King Willy
Ship To Shore
NTRIAC CONTACTS:
Chairman: Brenda Granshaw FACI, 8 The Green Walk, CHINGFORD, E4 7ER
Tel.: 020 8579 7365
E-Mail: brendagranshaw@padwick.plus.com
Newsletter Editor: John Astin FACI, 137 Perrysfield Road, CHESHUNT, Herts., EN8 0TJ
Tel.; 01992 426937
E-Mail: john.astin1@ntlworld.com
Membership Secretary & Regional Contact: Penny Love FACI
Tel.: 01707 656446
E-Mail: alystan@tiscali.co.uk

Chairman’s Chat
Brenda Granshaw FACI has been a member of Wanstead and
Woodford Movie Makers for over 20 years and became their
Chairman again in 2015. She was Chairman of the North
Thames Region from 2007 to 2014, and is now serving for the
second time.
I seem to have spent at lot of time over the last two months organising the First
Rounds of the NTR Knock Out Competition. I am pleased to say that all the
Rounds went off successfully with only a few minor glitches mainly caused by the
amount of traffic and accidents on the roads, which made reaching the venues
difficult. It was however good to see that the visiting clubs were willing to brave
the traffic and travel quite long distances to the host club. We were very lucky that
none of the events was on an evening when the snow was about. I must thank
both the host clubs and the visitors for making each evening very entertaining, not
only with the range of films but also the banter between the clubs.
All of the programmes of films entered for the Competition were of a high
standard and I did not envy the judges their tasks in deciding on the winner. As
usual, there was a wealth of new ideas on film construction, some more
successful than others, but each giving the rest of us ideas on how to broaden our
horizons in filmmaking. Gone are the days when all shots were expected to be
rock steady and I have to say that I found the fluidity used in some of the films
very attractive (particularly as it reduces the need for a tripod!). The four
programmes of film in the Final each include at least one outstanding film. I could
list them here, but, much better that you make the effort to come and join us at the
Final. It does not matter if your club is not participating, you will still be most
welcome and are assured of a very entertaining and memorable afternoon on
Sunday 20th May in Bourne End Community Centre, Wakeman Road, Bourne End
SL8 5SX.
I also attended the Staines Video Makers Silver Salver Competition. As with all
our events, the number attending is dropping. I can remember when the Laleham
Village Hall was packed with representatives from North Thames, SERIAC and
SOCO. This year there were only about twenty of us. The films kept us all
entertained and it was a very good evening, well worth the effort of getting there.
Congratulations to Harrow Film Makers who won the Competition with their film
about Bosnia.
Now BIAFF will provide another opportunity to see lots of films and get new ideas
to incorporate into our films.

Brenda

The NTR 2018 Annual Competition, AGM & Festival Day
SATURDAY 17TH NOVEMBER
Geoff Foord, our Competition Officer, writes:
This year the venue for our Annual Festival Day will be the Barn Hall in Amersham
Community Centre, Chiltern Avenue, Amersham, HP6 5AH.
The Event will be on Saturday 17th November.
Although the format of the event is yet to be finalised, we shall this year start later at
2.pm with the hope that an afternoon event will be more attractive to members.
The Venue has a large car park. If you prefer public transport, Amersham station is
5 minutes walk away. Travel time from Central London is around 40 minutes by
Chiltern Railways or 60 minutes by the Metropolitan line.
The July/August Newsletter will contain all the necessary information on how
to enter: a printed version of the Entry Form, together with online & postal
addresses, precise payment details and deadline dates.
We also will have further details about the Event itself.

To join the IAC , contact:

No new Members
this time

IAC, The Film and Video Institute,
McCracken Park,
Great North Road,
Gosforth,
NEWCASTLE ON TYNE NE3 2DT
Tel.: 0191 303 8960
E-Mail: admin@theiac.org.uk
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The 2018 Annual KnockOut Competition
John Astin writes:
The four First Rounds of this year’s KnockOut Competition were successfully
completed on the appointed night in March, cleverly avoiding any snowy weather.
The standard of most of the films was high, and the Judges will have a difficult job on
the Final Day (see below and p.12) deciding between the finalists Staines VM (who
beat Potters Bar FM), Colchester FM (who beat Hemel Hempstead MM), S. Essex
FM (who beat Harrow FM) and Bourne End FM (who beat Wanstead & Woodford
MM).
There were two judge changes—John Howden stood in for an indisposed Eric Jukes
at Potters Bar, and again, for logistical reasons, for Bob Chester at S. Essex.
At one of the Rounds, one DVD refused to play, so another copy was posted to the
judge a day or two later; he watched it at home, then e-mailed his comments on the
film and his decision re the winners.
Sadly, one away Club was unrepresented at their Round, and Referee Brenda
Granshaw took their DVDs.
With the possibility of horrendous traffic problems around the Region in the
evening rush hours, and with only eight Clubs now participating, a suggestion
to hold the complete event on just one day (a Saturday or Sunday) has been
mooted. Any thoughts?

Dave Smith, who attended every Round, writes:
Forget about the gardening and window cleaning! Have an early lunch and get to
Bourne End FM on Sunday May 20th for the final of the Knock Out—you won't regret
it.
Having been to all the four First Rounds of the Competition, I am certain the judges
are going to have a hard time choosing a winner.
Sorry to say each Round only had on average of about twenty people attending. I
guess the distance between the Clubs is the main problem: on two occasions it took
me 1 3/4 hrs to get to the venue—the traffic was horrendous.
I took my trusted old XM2 and recorded all the judges’ comments, so if anyone is
interested in what was said about a Club programme, I will gladly give them a copy if
they attend the FINAL ON THE 20th .
Of all the programmes I have seen, my feeling that is that most of us will be having
another long trip to see NEXT year’s Final!!
Please come along and see if my predictions are right.

Alan French, of Hemel Hempstead MM, adds that, at their Round:
The films were varied and interesting, with content ranging from documentaries to
comedy.
The comments from the Judge (Alan Colegrave) were very good and constructive;
both in criticism and praise. It was a most enjoyable evening, and we lost to worthy
winners (Colchester FM).

And John Howden, who found himself judging two of the four
Rounds, writes:
Films for the Ear and the Eye
Recently I seem to have done a lot of judging, firstly at the BIAFF judging weekend
and then for two of the First Rounds in our Knockout Competition.
I saw some very remarkable films and a few that were frankly not so good!
However, the one thing that has always been an issue with amateur film and certainly
was in both BIAFF and the Knockout, was sound. It is not difficult, using the modern
camcorder or DSLR, to get very high quality images, and most of us take a lot of
trouble to get the framing right, adjust the white balance and focus, rehearse the pan,
zoom and movement. How many of us take the same amount of time to get the
sound right, without wind noise and using the right microphone?
For a great deal less money than a camcorder, it is very possible to get high quality
sound on all our films. So let me suggest some bits of kit that you might care to
consider.
First and foremost, NEVER use the on board mic. It is usually designed to pick up
sound all round, omnidirectional for the more technical, is very vulnerable to wind
rumble, and will pick up camera noise. Use the sound from this as a guide only. If
you have an external mic input on your camera and a mic clamp like the one on the
Sony HXR NX3, then use a directional mic with a wind muff (Sennheiser and
Rode do one).
Much better than this is to record the sound separately on a digital recorder.
There are several on the market and I would recommend one or two. The Zoom H4N
can be bought for just £196. It has a stereo pair of high quality mics on board that
work superbly with a wind muff and make the ideal recorder for capturing ‘wild track’
– that sound that can be used as background to many a scene. In fact whenever you
are out filming take a little sound recorder and record a long chunk of wild track,
store it at home and you will be amazed how often you can refer to it to help out,
especially if you catalogue the sound properly! Zoom have a later model, the H5,
that is a little bit more money. The important thing with these machines is that they
have inputs for XLR and 7mm jacks as well as a 3.5 mm stereo jack socket. And
they all record on to an SDHC card.
Tascam do a similar machine, the DR-10CS, at £179. If you are recording
dialogue, there are several ways. However the two I favour are,
1. To have a sound operator using a boom mic feeding into one of the above
recorders.
2. To use lapel mics on your actors, suitably hidden, and again have the
recorder set up with the receiver feeding into it. This method is OK to be
operated by a lone film maker and gives a very close voice sound. If you then add
wild track in post you have got nice close dialogue with ambient sound.
One last bit of sound wizardry also comes from Tascam. It is the DR 10L recorder
with a lavalier microphone. It is completely self contained and is ideal for recording
your narrator on camera thus giving you the picture you want with high quality voice
as well.
So try using your ears as well as your eyes next time you are filming away from base.
Lets get rid of bad sound on film!
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Broadcast Video Expo (BVE), the annual Video Show
at the Excel Centre, took place at the end of
February 2018, during the snowiest week of the
year so far in London.
Undeterred by the weather, John Jones, of
Colchester FM, sends this report:
BVE 2018 will be remembered for two things – the weather, and the
even greater array of items on view for us amateurs.
The weather—it was snowing so heavily—meant that driving in from Essex was a
breeze as the roads were mainly traffic-free, although somewhat precarious, and then to
an almost empty car park!
The number of items on view was staggering, but despite our lowly amateur status, the
amount of kit available at very reasonable prices meant that I didn’t walk around with the
usual ‘I’ll never be able to afford that’ sense of depression – there was a real feeling of
being part of the industry.
All the usual exhibitors were there in one form or another, but
of the big guys, Blackmagic Design took a large stand and
had a brilliant display of their latest items. With filming leaning
ever closer to ‘cinema’ cameras, their new offerings in 4K
look outstanding – of course, the money now is spent on
lenses, but at least these will last longer than the boxes to
which they are attached.
This also means that DSLR’s (from a host of the best known
manufacturers) are now coming in to their own as the
favoured means of capturing the initial image. They are also
Canon EOS 6D
great value for money.

Mark II DSLR

Because of their lightness, steadying gimbals have also
become more acceptable, with a wide choice on offer.
Lenses, as you might expect, are also coming much more
into the realms of the amateur, especially with the new range
of TDSLR items, and can be bought from the impressively
competitively priced Samyang range.

A lens from the
Samyang range

On the practical side, DoP Jonathan Harrison gave an
enthralling masterclass on basic creative lighting – something
that whilst expensive initially, will last longer than the latest
cameras on offer.
I spoke to him after his presentation and he readily agreed:
“The three things you only really need to buy once are: tripod,
lights and microphones – so get the best you can afford”.
Again, all the best people were there with
Sennheiser, showing their latest superb range.

As regards Post Production, Adobe were there in force giving impressive classes on
the latest Premiere Pro workings.
DaVinci Resolve from Blackmagic Design is hot on
their heels, as this full blown professional software is
available as a free download – so long as your
computer has the relevant spec.!

DJI Mavic Drone

The world of image capture never stands still, so
there were all the new sports cameras and drones
on show, with DJI showing the impressive Mavic Air
drone with an equally impressive price tag.

However, if all of this still leaves you considering the
lightness of your bank balance, then ‘The Camera Rental
Community’ might just be the way to go. This is an online site
that allows you to hire or rent other like minded souls’ equipment
if you need enough kit to produce a one-off film.
So, was it all worth it? Most definitely. The ability to handle new
equipment is worth the effort alone, but to speak with the
The latest GoPro companies who are passionate about what they do is really the
can shoot in 4K point of it all. They need the feedback just as much as we want
the kit to get the job done. Changes in technology are good for us
just as much as the industry, and the amount of competition
these manufacturers face can only be good for us the consumer.

BVE 2019 is on the 26—29 February 2019
at the Excel Centre.
A Sennheiser
Radio Mic Kit

Further info from the website:
www.bvexpo.com
It’s free to enter if you pre-register online!
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Friday 13rd March saw Staines Video Makers’ 45 Inter Club Competition,
in which invited neighbouring clubs submit a film to
compete for the Silver Salver.
Clashing diaries meant that only four of the eight
competing clubs were represented but those present
enjoyed catching up and the odd bit of good natured
banter.
Paul Vernon (he of the BIAFF Diamond award winning
“Vermijo” fame), and Howard Blake (“The Immortality
Code”) made the lengthy trip up the M3 from Solent Movie
Makers (Southampton) to judge with their colleague,
The Staines VM Silver Salver
Tony, present should a casting vote be needed.
Colin Lewis’s “Cody and his Flying Machine” opened the batting for Surrey
Borders Movie Makers, a documentary about an American showman who moved
to the UK to build and fly his early aeroplanes. Jane Oliver’s “Reaching for the
Skies” dealt with the rather more recent stop over at Biggin Hill of the Australian
who went on to become the youngest person to fly solo around the world in a single
engine aircraft, in Orpington Video and Film Makers’ entry.
Comedy drama was next on the menu from Reading Film & Video Makers with
their club film about a gambling verger, “Money from Heaven”. Wanstead and
Woodford’s Mike Hobbs had made the excellent short documentary about St
Paul’s Cathedral, “Wren’s Masterpiece”. Geoff and Anna Foord’s “Bosnia and
Beyond” combined archive and recent footage in an exploration of how the area
has changed in recent history – and how many reminders of the not so distant past
battles remain, in Harrow Film Makers’ entry.
After a break, we were treated to trips along “The Festiniog and Welsh Highland
Railway” from Potters Bar Film Makers’ John Astin. The team struggled to play
the next BluRay (despite the same disc having been tested without issue in the
same equipment the week before) and it took a couple of reboots and a change of
running order before we could see Bourne End Video Makers’ Club Film “Train of
Thought”, a period black & white comedy, and finally Pamela Smith’s “British
Wildlife” representing Epsom Movie Makers.
Whilst the judges deliberated we were treated to another film from Surrey Border
MM, Peter Stratford’s “Forgotten Country” a rather interesting and atmospheric
documentary shot in Armenia.
The judges returned and after, praising the quality of the films, gave brief comments
about each before declaring Harrow Winners with “Bosnia and Beyond”. Epsom
and Potters Bar were runners up.
Even though those who made the journey to Laleham returned empty handed, the
evening was well worth it for the quality and variety of films on show, as is usually
the case with this popular and long-running competition.
Tim Stannard AACI

It’s a shame so many Clubs were unrepresented. I’ve mentioned
elsewhere about the possibility of lengthy traffic delays around London
during weekday rush hours, so I’m wondering whether Staines might
consider holding their excellent Competition on a Saturday or Sunday
afternoon in the future.
Ed.

Having recently bought a new large widescreen TV, I am irked when
commercial films on BluRay discs or DVDs do not fill the whole screen,
because of the aspect ratio chosen by the filmmakers.
Ed.

Martin Page, from Wanstead & Woodford MM, takes us
through the ratios.

The aspect ratio of an image is the ratio of its height to the width or length.
To complicate matters, this can be expressed in two ways – either unit height to
length, eg 16:9, 4:3, or by showing the width in relation to a unit height of 1 by
dividing the unit width by the height. For example, a 16:9 format can also be
shown as 1.78:1
The earliest film format is 4:3 (1.33:1). However 5:4 was used for some while for
405 line TV in the 1950s before changing to 4:3.
With film, a slight change to a 1.57:1 ratio was made to accommodate a
synchronised sound track printed optically alongside the image. The revised
ratio is known as the Academy Ratio.
Cinerama came along in 1953, using three 35mm cameras capturing a 147º
field of view – an aspect ratio of 2.59:1.
However Cinerama was difficult and expensive to shoot and project, and 20th
Century Fox brought out Cinemascope using a 2 to 1 anamorphic lens giving
an aspect ratio of 2.33:1.
Getting big picture quality from a small film image was always a problem, so in
1954 Paramount brought out Vista Vision, recording images on 35mm film
being transported sideways. The prints were made onto film with normal
movement. A 1.85:1 aspect ratio was obtained.
In the early 1950s, Mike Todd developed Todd AO, using 70mm film and an
aspect ratio of 2.20:1.
The now familiar ratio of 16:9 (1.78:1) was chosen for HDTV in the late 1980s,
being the geometric mean between 1.33:1 and 2.35:1.
I note that an increasing number of TV programmes are being shown with an
aspect ratio of about 21:9.Does this mean that 16:9 is on the way out? TVs are
already available with 21:9 screens.

For more information, Google - “Cinema Aspect Ratio”.
And I notice my BluRay copy of “Mamma Mia!” says it’s 2.40:1!!!
Ed.
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The future of Enfield FM is uncertain. Dwindling membership
means they can no longer afford the rental cost of their Hall.
At the moment, they are just downsizing, and looking to
dispose of most of their equipment, listed below.
Most equipment is held by Sid Dawkins, 6 Widbury Gardens,
Ware SG12 7AT. Tel.: 01920 465307.
Some original receipts held by Nigel Lee. Tel.: 01920 461409
Please contact Sid or Nigel if you’re interested in any of the
items. All reasonable offers accepted. All purchases will be on a
buyer collect basis.
CAMERAS and LENS
Camcorder……………………………….
Wide Angle & Hood………………….
Step Down Ring……………………….
EDITING
Casablanca Avio……………………..
PROJECTION
Projector (currently in use )….. Available after August
Projector………………………………….
Slide Convertor……………………….
Screens………………………………….
Sony 14” Monitor………………….
Screens………………………………..
Collection of video leads……..
SOUND
Microphones……………………..
Radio Mics………………………..
Headphones……………………..
Two large Speakers (currently in use).. Available after August
Mixer System ( currently in use)………. Available after August
Amplifier ( currently in use)…………….. Available after August
Boom Pole Mount…………..
Equipment Bags……………..
LIGHTS
Several Lights all boxed ……….
Soft Box……………………………….

Are we about to see the extinction of yet another NTR Club?

SPOTLIGHT ON THE FUTURE
SUNDAY MAY 20th
NTR KO COMPETITION FINAL, in the Eghams Room,
Bourne End Community Centre, Wakeman Road,
Bourne End, SL8 5SX, starting at 1 pm.
SATURDAY NOVEMBER 17th

NTR AGM, ANNUAL COMPETITION & FESTIVAL at the Barn Hall,
Amersham Community Centre, Chiltern Avenue, Amersham, HP6 5AH.
Start: 2 pm. Details to follow in the next Newsletter.

NTR 100 CLUB

Contact: Bob Chester
Tel.: 020 8449 2004
E-Mail: robertalanchester@yahoo.co.uk

Each of the following wins £12
March
April
18 Michael Williams
97 Nicholas Gale
105 Michael Slowe
29 Ron Jones

41
90
88
92

Colin Gass
Eric Jukes
Ted Bateman
Brenda Granshaw

The more shares you have, the greater the likelihood of winning!
Special ONE DAY offer at the Knockout Final on May 20th

AN APOLOGY
An apology to everyone and in particular to Harrow FM for printing
an incorrect date for their Spring Public Show in the previous
Newsletter.
I hope no one went to see the Show on the incorrect date, and that it
did not affect the size of Harrow’s audience on April 26th.
Ed.
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Deadline for the next issue is Sunday June 3rd 2018
Please send all contributions by e-mail & attachments to:

john.astin1@ntlworld.com

